Wings Of Fire Book Six: Moon Rising
Synopsis

The New York Times-bestselling series soars to even greater heights with a new prophecy and five new dragonets ready to claim their destiny! Peace has come to Pyrrhia . . . for now. The war between the tribes is finally over, and now the dragonets of the prophecy have a plan for lasting peace: Jade Mountain Academy, a school that will gather dragonets from all the tribes and teach them to live together, perhaps even as friends. Moonwatcher isn’t sure how she feels about school, however. Hidden in the rainforest for most of her life, the young NightWing has an awful secret. She can read minds, and even see the future. Living in a cave with dozens of other dragons is noisy, exhausting—and dangerous. In just a few days, Moon finds herself overwhelmed by her secret powers and bombarded by strange thoughts, including those of a mysterious dragon who might be a terrible enemy. And when someone starts attacking dragons within the academy, Moon has a choice to make: Stay hidden and safe? Or risk everything to save her new friends?
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Customer Reviews

This book starts a new storyline in the Wings of Fire series. It was a very good book in this series
and I really enjoyed all of the new dragonets that we meet. My eight year old son continues to be a huge fan of this series and I have also started to enjoy the books quite a bit. The next book, Winter Turning, is scheduled to release in June 2015. The Dragonets of Prophecy have started a new school on Jade Mountain. Their goal is to get all the dragonets of the different tribes to co-exist and start getting used to being together instead of at war. It’s a noble goal...but it’s not without issues. One of the new NightWings, Moonwatcher, is the first NightWing in a long time with the ability to read minds and predict the future. However she has been warned time and time again to hide her power. However, when Moon starts to hear thoughts that involve treachery at Jade Mountain she feels compelled to act before someone on is killed. This was a fun continuation of the Wings of Fire series. All of the dragons from earlier in the series are in this book as well, but they are given background roles and are older. Instead we are meeting the next generation of dragonets. I loved Moon as a character, she is very new and nervous about starting at a new school. However, she can also be brave when she wants and always tries to do what she feels is right. All of the dragonets have distinct personalities and are easy to keep track of, even though there are quite a few new faces. There is a lot of action and some mystery in this book. I think middle grade readers will enjoy this alot. This continues to be a series that I think kids will enjoy more than adults. However, it has really grown on me and I enjoy reading these books.
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